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ABSTRACT 
About lo4 charni decays have been reconstructed from first-run data of Fermilab experiment E687 

using the Fermilab Wide-Band Photon Spectrometer with the world’s highest energy photon beam. 
The success of techniques for isolating and reconstructing charm event samples based on two comple- 
mentary vertexing strategies is illustrated. Preliminary results are presented. These include lifetime 
values of (0.50~0.06~0.03)ps for the D:, and (0.20zt0.03zt0.03)ps for the A: Preliminary val- 
ues for the D+and D” lifetimes are consistent with currently accepted world averages. Signals for 
the Cabibbo-suppressed decays Do- ~+a-r+x-, DC + K+Ii-n+ , and D+ - &r* are shown; for 
B(D”- rr+n-rr’ir-)/B(D’- li-x+r+n-) our preliminary value is 0.10 It O.ll2* 0.02. Prelimioary 
values for ratios B(f)“- ph’+K-)/B(Do - m;r’r-) and B(Do + -$)/B(f)” - F;r+*-) are 
0.20 + 0.06 and 0.16 i 0.06. (statistical errors only). Preliminary results are given for cross sections 
of D” and D’ photoproduction on a Be target over the photon energy range from 100 to 350 GeV, 
for the p+dependence of D-’ and De photoproduction and for the ratios D” /D’+ and D*-/DO*. Tile 
enrrgy dependence of the total open charm photoproduction cross section is compared with model 
predictions for photon energies up to 350 CeV. 
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INTRODUCTION AND SPECTROMETER 

Even though colliding e+e-beams provide a clean 
way of producing charm particles, photoproduction 
experiments afford several advantages; absolute pro- 
dllrt,inn rntrs are orders of magnitude higher in pho- 
ton beams, all portions of the charmed quark invari- 
ant mass spectrum can be observed simultaneously, 
and lifetimes can be measured more easily. Recent 
advances in dclectors, especially silicon microstrips, 
have enabled photoproduction experiments to re- 
duce backgrounds to a point where quite large charm 
samples can be obtained. Fermilab experiment E687 
uses the world’s highest energy photon beam and 
a new highly-efficient, large-acceptance, high-rate 
multiparticle spectrometer to study production and 
decay of charm particles. Summarized here are pre- 
liminary results from the first run in which about 45 
million hadronic-event yBe triggers were recorded. 
Unless otherwise stated, charge conjugate states are 
included with specific charm decay modes. Samples 
from the first run include about 10’ reconstructed 
charm decays isolated and reconstructed with the 
use of two complementary vertexing strategies. hfore 
details can be found in 5 papers submitted to this 
conference [1][23[33[4][5]. The second run of E687 
will provide more than 5 times more data for future 
analysis. 

The two magnet spectrometer includes a vertex 
detector and 5 multiwire proportional chambers of 4 
planes each for charged-particle tracking. The ver- 
tex detector consists of 4 sets of 3 views each of Si 
microstrip planes with pitch ranging from 25pm to 
loo/on for a total of about 8,000 channels. Its reso- 
lution, expressed as the predicted transverse error at 
the mean interaction point in the target for an infi- 
nite momentum track traversing the high-resolution 
region of the planes, is bx,y zz 9pm corresponding 
to 0, 5 0.03~3. Neutral vees are reconstructed over 
a 10m decay length. Charged particles are iden- 
tified over B wide momentum range by 3 multicell 
cerenkov detectors with pion threshholds of4.4, 6.7, 
and 17 Gev/c which provide unique identification of 
kaons from 17 to 44 GeV/c and protons from 17 to 
&I GeV/c and 61 to 116 GeV/c and identification 
of “heavy” (K/p ambiguous) particles from 4.4 to 
Ii and 44 to 61 GeV/c. Electrons and photons are 
measured in 3 electromagnetic calorimeters, hadron 
energy is measured in 2 hadron calorimeters, and 
muons arc identilied by 2 sets of detectors. See Refs. 
121 and (F] for more details. 

The bremsstrahlung photon beam WRS obtained 
from 350 CcV/c electrons with a 13% momentum 

spread striking a 27% radiator. Photon energy ~85 
measured by recoil electron detection. A Be target 
wss used for most of the run. Data were taken with 
a trigger demanding at least two tracks in the spec- 
trometer, both required to be outside the e+e-pair 
productiml region, and an energy deposit larger than 
a specified minimum (typically about 35 GeV) in the 
hadron calorimeter. The average photon energy for 
hadronic triggers WAS 221 GeV. 

VERTEXING AND CHARM SELECTION 

Two different basic approaches have been used in 
the selection of charm events: 
- a stand-alone algorithm making use only of geo- 
mrt~rical track information to construct the complete 
vertex topology of the event; 
-a candidate-driven algorithm selecting a particular 
decay channel and using the candidate vertex and 
momentum as a seed to find the primary vertex. 
The first algorithm selects events on the basis of 
evidence for reconstructed secondary vertices; the 
second simply tests a hypothesis. As a result, the 
elliciency of the first method tends to be smaller, es- 
pecially at short lifetimes, but the resultant sample 
is very clean. The efficiency of the second method 
depends less, in principle, on proper time, but there 
is more background at short lifetimes normally re- 
quiring a cut. Both techniques rely heavily on the 
resolution of the microstrip detector. 

After event reconstruction, various subsamples 
were selected in accordance with the two vertex- 
ing algorithms described above. The results are il- 
lustrated for D+ - K-n+a+ decays. Similar re- 
sults for DO - K-s+ and Do+ K-T+T+IT- decays 
are shown in Ref. (31. Fig. 1 show the effects of 
different cuts (see caption) on the original sample 
using the stand-alone vertexing method. Plot If) 
shows that, even without cerenkov identification, 
the stand-alone algorithm can extract a D+ signal; 
C’erenkov information provides significant further im- 
provements in the signal-to-noise ratio. 

With the candidate-driven algorithm, comhina- 
tions of tracks &tisfying requirements on track re- 
construction and linking between hIWPC’s and mi- 
crostrips, net charge, cerenkov identification, etc. 
consistent with the charm decay hypothesis under 
sludy are lirst selected. A secondary vertex formed 
from the selected tracks is required to meet appro- 
priale crileria. A seed track is constructed from the 
momentum vectors of the charm candidate daugh- 
ter tracks. Olhcr tracks intersectiug the seed track 
arc usrd to make a primary vcrtrx which must sat- 
isfy nrldilio~~al critrrin iucludiug cuts 011 ils location 
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Fig. 1. K-r+*+ mass plots for event samples isolated with the ntand.aIone vertrxing method: a) events with a 
reconstructed vertex of 3 linked tracks with net charge of fl and at least one track not associated with the same 
vertex; K mass is assigned to the opposite sign track; b) events from plot a) with compatible Cerenkov identification; c) 
events from plot a) with a reconstructed primary vertex in the target region; d) requirements b) and c) are both satisfied; 
e) D+ candidate tracks from plot d) point back to the primary vertex within 60pm; f) events with requirements of plot 
e) but without Cerenkov identifi&tion. 

Additional cuts on helicity angles, minimum energy, 
etc. may also be imposed to improve the signal- 
to-background ratio. Finally, a cut is made on the 
significance of vertex separation L/ur., where L is 
the distance between secondary and primary vertex 
and 6,. is the error on that separation. Details of 
cuts vary with the decay channel under study, but 
the basic approach remains unchanged. Fig. 2 shows 
the D+ signal obtained with a candidate-driven yer- 
tex finder for several L./b,, cuts. As expected, signal 
size decreases and signal-to-noise ratio improves 8s 
the L/aL cut increases. Comparison of Figs. 1 and 
2 shows that larger signals may be obtained with 
the candidate-driven approach, but a cleaner sam- 
pie may be obtained by the stand-alone approach 
without requiring a large vertex separation cut. 

The success of the algorithms in selecting rarer 
decays is illustrated in Figs. 3 and 4. Fig. 3 shows 
preliminary results obtained with the stand-alone 
algorithm. Both D,: and Cabibbo-suppressed D* 
signals are clearly seen in Fig. 3a). In Fig. 3b) is seen 
the difficult to isolate Cabibbo-suppressed D" -+ 
T+T-~+T- decay mode. Fig. 4 shows samples iso- 
laled with the candidate-driven approach. Figs. 4a) 
and b) show samples of 0: and DC decays to &rf 
from a subwmple of the original datn containing 

about 100,000 4 + K+K- decays; Fig. 4c) show 
DO-+ KzK+K- decays obtained starting with a 
subsample containing about 10” Kg + ncn- decays. 
E687 is fortunate to have two such highly successful 
complementary charm selection methods available. 

LIFETIMES 

Preliminary lifetime values for D+ andDo mesons 
have been determined for event samples obtained by 
both techniques using binned maximum likelihood 
fi1.a wit,h R varirt,,y of backgroljnd and efficiency pa- 
rameterizations. More details are given in Ref. [3], 
Preliminary lifetimes for D+ -t K-x+x+ decays of 
(1.061f0.039rt0.020)ps and (1.092f::::::;)ps and for 
Do + K-n+ and Do-+ K-x+r+r- decays of (0.432 
~tO.Ol610.02O)ps and (0.461 & 0.014)~~ have been 
found for samples from candidate-driven algorithms 
(stat. and syst. errors) and stand-alone algorithms 
(stat. errors only), respectively. These preliminary 
lifetime values are all in reasonable agreement with 
current world averages(71. 

Lifetimes for 0: decaying to &+ and :I: decay- 
ing to pK-nC have also been determined using event 
by event maximum likelihood fits, with appropri- 
ate background and ef?iciency pammetrizations. to 
proper time distributions for event samples obtained 
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Fig. 2. K-x+x+ mass plots for event samples isolated using = candidate-driven vertex fmder for several L/a,, cuts: 
a) L/q> 5; b) L/q>& c) L/m,> 11; d) L/q> 11. 

by the candidate-driven approach. Preliminary val- 
ues were reported at this conference [5]. Final life- 
time values of (0.50f0.06f0.03)ps for the 0: and 
(0.20-10.03~0.03)ps for the AZ are given in a pa- 
per accepted for publication in Phys. Lett. B [g]. 
In both cases the values are consistent with current 
world averages[‘l], but will continue the trend toward 
longer lifetimes seen in more recent high-statistics 
results. 

BRANCHING RATIOS 

Much remains to be done to improve our knowl- 
edge of the many branching ratios and branching 
fractions for charm particles. E687 will be B SOUIC~ 
of mrlrh information on t.his subject, but very careful 
determinations of such factors 8s cerenkov identiii- 
cation efficiencies are needed before final values csn 
be given. Here we report on preliminary branching 
ratio values from work in progress. 

Analysis of samples (stand-alone algorithm) of 
rare Csbibbo-suppressed Do* r+r-r+r- decays 
(Fig. 3b) and of Do-+ K-lr+a+n- decays yields 
the preliminary value of 0.091 i 0.020 for the IB- 
tio B(D’- rr+a-n+r-)/B(D”-+ K-r+rr+n-). An 
independent analysis of samples from a candidate- 
driven algorithm yields a preliminary value of 0.114 
zk 0.030 for the same branching ratio. Combining 
both estimates we obtain a preliminary estimate of 
B( D” - ~r+n-tr+n-)/B(D”-+ K-a+n+a-) x0.10 * 

‘0.02 f 0.02 h w ere we have estimated the systematic 
error to be 2%. This may be compared with the cur- 
rent world. average of about 0.045 +z 0.018 estimated 
from values in Ref. [?I. 

Preliminary results on Do -t K,tK+K- and Do+ 
Kz X+R- decays are also avaifablq. Of special inter- 
est is the decay D” - m+ since it can, in principle, 
serve as a test for the presence of non-spectator de- 
cay processes[9]. Fig. 4c) shows a KlK+K- mass 
plot obtained using a candidate-driven algorithm. 
Since Do -+ K: r+n- decays are more plentiful, 
tighter cuts can be put on that sample (not shown) 
which is used as the reference. Fitted signals are 
weighted as B function of Do momentum by the in- 
verses of overall acceptance functions determined 
from hlonte Carlo and other experimental studies. 
(See Ref. [Sl.) The preliminary value (stat. errors 
only) for the inclusive branching ratio is: 

B(D’- ??iiK+K- ) 

B(D” - Fr+r- ) 

= N(D’+ K;IK+K- ) 
N(D” - Kg ;Y+T- ) 

= 0.20 zk 0.06 
The world average calculated from branching frac- 
tions in Ref. [7] is about 0.22 + 0.05. 

The D” can he seen clearly in a two-dimensional 
Scatter plot ol IC+K- mass as a function of K:<K+K- 
mass for the fi:fC’It- sample. A 4 mass band and 
large # peak are obvious at about 1020MeI~‘/c? in 
the scatter plot and in the corresponding K+K-mass 
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plot. There appears to be e.n enhancement where 
the bands overlap on the scatter plot (See Ref. [S]). 
To determine the fraction of Do+ K!dK+K- decays 
via D” - K$ 4 , we selected KzK+K- events with 
K+K-mass in B 4 band, 1.010 < M(K+K-) < 
1.030 GeV/c’, and determined the Do signals in the 
resulting unweighted and weighted IfgK+K- mass 
distributions; D” signals in sidebands, if present, are 
much smaller. The weighted D” signal corrected for 
B(+ - K+K-) is used to estimate the branching 
ratio (statistical error only): 

E(D’ - Fq5 ) 
= 0.16 f 0.06 

B(D” - ?&r+r- ) 

This preliminary value is consistent with the AR- 
GUS result[lO] of0.155 f 0.033. Fits to Dalitz plots 
for D” - K,!X+K- and D” -+ K:! r+r- samples 
will provide better estimates of @b, 77ijoo(980) 
and non-resonant ??K+K- contributions to the 
D”-. FK+K- channel and K.-n+, Fp” and non- 
resonant Fx+r- contributions to the D”-Fr+x- 
chaonel. 

TOTAL CROSS SECTIONS 

Preliminary measurements have been made of pho- 
toproduction cross-sections for D’* and D’ from 
two independent analyses of D‘+ photoproduction. 
The first,nnalysis relied hewily on kinematics. For 
De+ -+ Don+, Q-value about 6 hIeV, one can cut on 
the mass diiTerence AnI and look for a low momen- 
turn r to find the clean decay channel D‘+ --t D%+; 
Do * K-x+ [ll]. This kinematic technique, using 
a restricted input data sample, yielded a raw sample 
of 293f32 events. An alternate technique used both 
the AM cut and finite lifetime cuts with a candidate 
driven vertex algorithm [3]. This technique gave raw 
samples of 1154 f 49 D’+ - D”n+; DO -+ K-T+ 
and D”- K-*+a+~- events as well as 1757 i 70 
D+ - K-r+rr+ and 5379 & 248 D”-a K-n+ and 
Do- K-r+n+lr- de cays. The two D-+ analyses are 
complementary and provide a consistency check. 

The fraction ol Do horn the D‘+ decay chain is 
0.237 f 0.013, in reasonable agreement with J sirn. 
pie model which predicts 0.29 f 0.02 with the as- 
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sumptio” that D’s and D’s are produced in propor- 
t.ion to the number of spin states available (3:l) 1121. 
The D- sample can be split according to charge as 
originating from D’+ or D'- decays. The ratio of 
antiparticle to particle is split evenly within statis- 
tics (1.06 f 0.08), providing no evidence for asso- 
ciated production of meson-baryon states at these 
energies. 

T].- 1. . . I- iras.5 section ;. uu.wlicd :, “,,, “llr rt. .l....ul . “ - 1 .-:-mei+y 

(including number of photons on the Be target, tar- 
getting efficiency, and live time for data acquisition), 
the spectrometer acceptance, and the reconstruction 
and analysis program efficiencies. We also used the 
D' to Knn branching ratio from Ref. [7] to calculate 
the D'+ cross-section. 

In the lifetime technique analysis, the uncertainty 
in incident photon energy (z k45 Gel’) is corrected 
by de-convoluting the cross section in measured zy 
and E, bins with the expected energy resolution 
from Monte Carlo simulation. 

The total open charm photoproduction cross sec- 
tion can be derived from the Dmt cross section. The 
ratio of D-+ to all photoproduced open charm parti- 
cles from cZ is only dependent on charm quark frag- 
mentation after the c? pair is created. Using the 
LUND hlonte Carlo program [14][15] with “string 
fragmentation” we estimate the probability that a 

c 
: 

z 
2.0 

2 
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.3 
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D'+ or D'- is produced from a cc event to be 0.604. 
For A dependence of the cross-section, we assumed 
A” with a = 0.93 following E691’s choice [12]. This 
leads to a total open charm photoproduction cross- 
section per nucleon of: 

o,~/“ucleo” = 
oDe+ /Be nucleus 

0.604 x s.ol”,!‘:’ 

Raw numbers of events from the lifetime tech- 
nique must be further corrected for the limited z,: 
range (this was z,r > 0.2 for the D‘+ and Z~ > 0.0 
for the D+). We used the E691 parameterization 
[12] to correct for limited zr acceptance. The energy 
dependence of the total open charm cross-section 
calculated from the two techniques of analyzing the 
D‘+ and the lifetime technique for the D+ is shown 
in Fig. 5. Also shown is published data from other 
charm photoproduction experiments. E691 data [12] 
were multiplied by l/.4”.!“’ = 0.129 to convert cross 
section per Be nucleus to per nucleon. 

Several parameters must be chosen to compare 
these results with photon-gluon fusion (PGF) model 
predictions. The charm quark mass m,, the QCD 
scale parameter A, the momentum transfer Q’, and 
the gluon distribution G(z) are required. A predic- 
tion from the (PGF) [13] “sing Q* = 10GeV’ and 
A = 260~MeV and a naive gluon distribution did 
not compare well with data. A higher order QCD 

200 

E, (GeV) 

Fig. 5. Photon energy dependence of the total cross-section per nucleon for photoproduction of open charm events. 
Data points with @ are derived from the D’+ with the kinematic analysis, @ from the De+ and ~7 from the D+ 
with the lifetime analysis. For these the inner error is statistical, and the outer error includes the systematic error 
in quadrature. For the data from CIF, BFP, WA4, SLAC, EhlC and PEC see the references listed in [17], fnr E691 
see Ref. 1121, and for NAl4’ see Ref. [18]. Th e curves are for total charm photoproduction cross-sections with QCD 
radiative correction assuming a charm mass of m,: = 1.5GeV. [16]. TI me solid wrve is for I\ = ZGOhleV, and the dotted 
CUIWS are for the uncertainties in A and Q’:, 
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radiative correction model 1161 with Qz = 10 GeV’, 
A = (ZSOzklOO) MeV, m, = 1.5 Gel’ and a naive 
gluon distribution is shown in Fig. 5. The dotted 
curves correspond to variations of +I00 MeV in A 
and a factor of two in Q’. Although this is not a fit 
to the parameters, the total open charm photopro- 
duction cross-section presented here is in reasonable 
agreement with other data and the prediction with 
TP< = 1.5 GeV. 

Th ’ e pi dependence of the cross section with ac- 
ceptance correction was calculated; the resultant dif- 
ferential cross sections do/d)+ for D+ and D+ are 
fitted by the empirical form 

da/d& o[ exp( - bp; + cp;), 

with b = 1.14 ?c 0.23 (0.92* 0.05) and c = 0.098* 
0.045 (0.036 + 0.007) for the D’+(D+). The av- 
crage p? for D-+(D*) derived from the differen- 
tial cross-section data is (p:) = 1.33 l 0.68 (1.26 
f 0.19) GeV’/c?, consistent with the values 1.27 + 
0.13 GeV2/cZ for D-+ and 1.21 ZIZ 0.06 GeV*/c* for 
D+ observed by E691 [12]. 
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